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ably be discussed in the light of the information afford
ed by the indicator diagrams and the temperature meas
urements. Such are: The relation of fuel consumption 
and richness of mixture to cylinder temperature and 
useful effect obtained. Loss of power due to suction 
and back-pressure. Overheating and loss of power 
due to leakage of valves, or piston rings, or head joints. 
The a(lvantages of automatic, as compared with me
chanically operated inlet valves, or vice versa. The 
velocity of the explosion and the power obtained as 
related to the character of the spark, the amount of 
advance, or the add ition of other substances to the 
petrol. The influence of compression on the economy. 
The advantage� of multiple as compared with single 
cylinders. The efficiency of different kinds of lubri
c�nts, and a host of other questions. Some of these 
are now under investigation, and may be discussed 011 
a future occasion. The most important point for the 
motor cyclist is to secure the maximum of power and 
liexibility with the minimum of weight and other in
llOnveniences. With this object, the first essentials are 
a variable speed gear of wide range, and some efficient 
method of cooling to prevent overheating at low gears. 
It is no use to fit a mechanical inlet valve in order to 
get more power, when the automatic valve already 
overheats the motor. It is unscientific to double th", 
weight and power of the machine in order to climb a 
few hills, when the same result, with far greater flex
ibility of control, can be secured by a variable gear. 
It is unnecessary to resort to the weight and complica
tion of water cooling when a light fan will do all that 
is required. How this method has been applied in a 
particular case is shown in the present article, and the 
principles underlying the application have been ex
plained so fully that there should be no difficulty in 
applying the method with satisfactory results in other 
cases. 

THE FALLACY OF THE TESTS ORDINARILY 
APPLIED TO PORTLAND CEMENT.* 

THE qualities which are requisite for a good Port
land cement are those which insure that concrete 
made from it shall be of sufficient strength to with
stand any and all strains, stresses and SllOCks to 
which it may be submitted, not only when first made 
and allowed to harden, but after the lapse of many 
years. The tests now applied to cement all aim to 
search out these qualities, or show their absence, 
and may be classed under two general heads, i. e., 
those designed to show the strength of concrete made 
from the cement, and those designed to show its ep.
durance. Under the first head come the tests for 
tE'nsile stre

'
ngth , compressive strength, fineness to 

which the cement is ground, as this influences its 
�and-carrying eapacity and hence its strength, and 
time or rate of setting, as quick -setting cement may 
not give sufficient time for proper manipulation of the 
concretE;. and slow-setting cement may take too long 
to get its strength. Under tests for endurance come 
the various so-called soundness tests, and possibly 
chemical analysis, as the quantities of magnesia and 
of sulphur trioxid� present are supposed to have an 
influence upon endurance. 

It is the writer's intention in this paper to discuss 
some of the false conclusions that may be drawn 
from a too rigid interpetation of the results of these 
tests even when they are properly manipulated. Im
proper manipulation or the varying results due to 
the personal equation of thf) operator or the differepJ. 
percentages of water used in gaging the mortar, or 
the sundry modes, of making briquettes and pats, 
troweling, ramming, shaping, etc., enter no part into 
it, and for the sake of simplicity it is supposed that 
the results of different operators agree. It is well to 
say, also, at the outset that it is not the writer's in· 
tention to advocate any new system of cement testing 
llor to suggest that the present one be done away, but 
merely to point out certain weaknesses which limit 
its general application to every case, and to recom
mend a stronger leaning toward those tests which 
show the strength and endurance of sand mortar 
rather than neat cement. 

Soundness.-The tests ordinarily applied to Port
land cement are those for soundness, tensile strength, 
fineness and rate of set. These are placed in the 
order of relative importance as considered by most 
inquirers. Unquestionably the most important test 
of cement is that of its endurance, or the test for 
soundness, and this test has certainly the right to 
be the one most widely discussed. It is unfortunate 
that the test which seems to be accepted by the ma
jority as a standard is the long-time cold-water pat, 
a test requiring such length of time for its completion 
as to practically forbid its use. The conditions of the 
case demand a rapid test in order that the consumer 
may not be required to store the cement for a long 
period of time while he awaits the results of his cold
water pats. Quite a number of these rapid tests have 
been proposed, chief of which are the boiling test 
devised by Prof. Tetmajer of Zurich, and the steam 
test recommended in its preliminary report by the last 
committee of the American Society of Civil Engineers 
on cement testing. A milder test much used in Eng
land is the warm water test of Faija in which the 
pats are allowed to harden over water kept at 120 
deg. Fahr. for six hours and then immersed in the 
latter for eighteen hours. Very I ittle cement which 
fails on the boiling test will pass a five-hour steam 
test, but a great deal of that failing on the boiling 
and steam tests will pass the Faija test satisfactorily. 

* Road at the Lehigh Valley Section of the American Chemical Society. 
by Richard K. Meade_ 

To the manufacturer the boiling test is an exceed· 
ingly useful one, for if a cement will pass this test it 
will pass any test to which it may be subjected. He 
can not hold his cement in his stock house for months 
while he ascertains if it will pass the cold-water pat 
test, and so he applies an accelerated test to tell him 
if this cement will pass the tests to which it is likely 
to be put. To my mind there is a strong comparison 
between the boiling test and the color test for carbon, 
so much used in the steel works laboratories. While, 
this latter test is very useful to the manufacturer, 
still no engineer would condemn steel on the result of 
sllch a test, for though it may give correct results in 
nine out of ten cases, he does not care to take the 
risk of this being the tenth case and of throwing out a 

good steel, and so working great hardship to the man
ufacturer. 

Unquestionably much good concrete has been made 
from so-called unsound cement, and this is the key 
to the whole objection to the boiling test. It is prob
able that much of the first American Portland cement 
would not have passed the boiling test, yet it is upon 
the merits of the work done with thi

'
s cement that 

engineers are now using American instead of import
ed cement. Butler gives a strong plea for the Faija 
test and states that in the twenty years this test has 
been in use, no cases of failure in work by cement 
passing this test have come under his observation. 
If the Faija test is severe enough to exclude all bad 
cements, then the boiling test is needlessly severe, as 

it rejects many cements which pass Faija's test. 
All cement -probably contains some free lime. From 

the nature of the case this must be so, since cement 
raw materials are not ground to a degree of fineness 
nor carried to a state of fusion which would permit of 
every molecule of lime coming in contact with a mole
cule of silica or of alumina. Now there are limits 
beyond which if the uncombined or free lime goes, 
certain results will take place. Let us suppose that 
with a very small percentage present the cement will 
fail on the boiling test but pass satisfactorily five 
hours in steam, and if a still larger percentage is pres
ent it will fail in the steam but pass the Faija test. 
Now, again, let us suppose that a neat mixture with a 
certain small percentage of free lime is sound, with a 
larger percentage a 3: 1 sand mixture is sound, with a 

still larger percentage a 1: 3 : 8 concrete is sound. ( It 
is well understood that the tendency to disintegrate 
is greater in a neat paste than in a sand mixture, and 
anyone with experience in cement testing knows of 
cases where neat briquettes were disintegrated in 
time and yet the sand ones were sound and strong.) 
Now how do we know that the limit of lime which 
may be present in good cement (that is cement which 
will make enduring concrete) is coincident with that 
maximum which may be present for a sound boiling 
test? 

Nearly all advocates of the boiling test have tried 
to prove these two limits coincident by comparing the 
boiling test with the results of neat pats and neat 
briquettes. Usually the coincidence of a failure on 
the boiling test with either a warping or cracking of 
neat pats or a loss of strength in the neat briquettes 
on long time tests is considered competent evidence 
in favor of the boiling test. In reality cement is 
Reldom used neat. A cement which fails on the boil
ing test, whose neat briquettes fall off in strength 
after 7 or 28 days, yet whose sand briquettes increase 
in strength as they grow older, has certainly given 
evidence that it will make good concrete. In weigh
ing evidence for the boiling test it must be remem
bered that we do not make this test to see if neat 
briquettes will fail in strength as they age or if neat 
pats will warp and decay, but whether sidewalks, 
piers, abutments, foundations, walls, floors, and build
ings qf concrete, not neat cement, will be permanent, 
and the thing therefore to compare the boil ing test 
with is concrete. Not until we can compare our lab
oratory records with many examples of both failures 
and successes in actual work shall we have reliable 
data for forming our conclusions as to the reliability 
of the various tests for soundness. 

At the last meeting of the American Society for 
Testing Materials Mr. W. P. Taylor, of the Philadel
phia Testing Laboratory, read a very carefully pre
pared paper upon the boiling test [printed in the 
Engineering Record of August 15, 1903] in which he 
compared the results of neat briquettes and neat pats 
with the results of the boiling test. As is usual, he 
considered a fall ing off of the strength of neat 
briquettes on long time tests and a cracking and warp
ing of the neat cold water pat as being positive evi· 
dence of the presence of injurioUFI constituents in the 
cement. He gives these figelres: "Of all the samples 
failing to pass the boiling test, 34 per cent of them 
developed checking or curvature in the normal pats or 
a loss of strength in less than 28 days. Of those 
samples that failed in the boiling test but remained 
sound for 28 days, 3 per cent ot the normal pats showed 
checking or abnormal curvature in 2 months, 7 per 
cent in 3 months, 10 per cent in 4 months, 26 per cent 
in 6 months, and 48 per ceIlt in one year; and of these 
same samples 37 per cent showed a falling off in ten· 
sile strength in 2 months, 39 per cent in 3 months, 52 
per cent in 4 months, 63 per cent in 6 months, and 71 
per cent in one year. Or taking all these together, of 
all the samples that failed in the boiling test, 86 per 
cent of them gave evidence in less than a year's time 
of possessing some injurious quality. 

"On the other hand, of those cements passing the 
boiling test, but one-half of 1 per cent gave signs of 
failure in the normal pat tests and but 13 per cent 
showed a falling off in strength in a year's time." 
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Mr. Taylor after making these compariwlls aeknowl
e(/ges their fallacy by one of the closing paragraphs of 
his paper: 

"Now finally we eome to what is after all the most 
vital question of all, and this is the relation of the 
results of the boil ing test to the conditions found in 
actual work, and there every tester of cement runs Ull 
against a stum bling block, for while almost every one 
connected with testing can cite instances of failures 
in the boiling being corroborated by failure in the 
work, it nevertheless cannot be denied that in the vaKt 
majority of cases work done with cement determiner! 
in the laboratory to be unsound will give most, excel· 
lent results in practice and show not the remotest sign 
of any sort of failure." 

Experiments made �y a committee of the Society of 
German Portland Cement Manufaeturers in connc�tion 
with the Royal Testing Laboratory at Charlottenburg 
forced them to report in I!JOO and again in I!J03 that 
none of the so-called accelerated tests for eon�tancy ot 
volume was adapted to furnish a reliable anfi quiel{ 
judgment III all cases concerning the applicability of a 
cement. The experiments which they made consisteci 
in putting the cement into actual work and observing 
it during a period of four years. The committee recom
mended the 28-day cold water pat as a standarfi test. 
If this test is taken as a �tanfiard the boiling test will 
reject two good cements for every bad one according 
to Mr. Taylor's figures, as he states only 34 per cent of 
the failures on the boiling test were corroborated by 
failures in the 28-day normal pats. 

Tensile Strength.-Perhaps the result� of no test are 
given so prominent a place in the man ufacturers' ad
vertisements as the neat �trength of briquettes made 
of his brand. We hear the que�tion con�tantly [lro· 
pounded by the pros[lective purchaser of "How much 
does your cement pUl l'!" and a thousand-pound neat 
7-day break is considerefi compensation for all the 
deleterious qualities a cement may have. In reality, 
the neat breal{ is not of so much value as we are atlt to 
suppose, and taken by itself is little criterion of the 
qual ity of cement. II nHound cement s often give notori· 
ollsly high results an(t the addil ion of plaster 01' gyp
sum will also increa�e the neat strength. In hoth of 
these instances there is apt to be on lonr; time breaks 
a falling off in strength, permanent in the former case 
and usually only temporary III the latter case. 

A fact that is generally known is that up to a certain 
point coarse grinding of the cement will give higher 
neat results than fine grinding. A cement 75 pel' cent 
01' which passed a 200-mesh sieve gave after 7 days a 
neat strength of 912 pounds and a sand strength 
of 256 pounds. The finer portion of this cement, 
that passing a 200-mesh sieve, gave for the same 
period a neat strength of 715 pounds and a sand 
strength of 463 pounds. A sample of float (i. e., the 
fine cement dust which collects on the beams, etc., in 
a cement mill and which i� nearly all of it an impal· 
pable powder) gave for 7 days a neat strength 

'
of 67!J 

pounds and a sand strength of 558 pounds. This .lm;t 
mixed with 25 per cent of eoarse cement, i. e .. that 
passing a 100-mesh screen but retained on a 200-mesh, 
gave 919 pounds neat hut only 252 pounds sand 
strength in 7 days. Certainly in both these cases neat 
strength would have given us a POOi' comparison of tite 
value of the two products. As cement is always used 
with sand, the sand strength is the important thing. 

Another point which has often been brought against 
cement, and American cements in particular. is that of 
a permanent drop in tensile strength after the 28·day 
test. In fairly quick setting cements with theil' usual 
low lime content and to which the normal amount of 
gypsum or plaster has been added, this (trop is rarely 
met with and is probably then due to improper manipu
lation of the test. In cement� high in lime, without 
being necessarily unsound, or in cements to which a 
large addition of plaster or gypsum has been mafie, 
this drop is often met with. In unsound cements it is 
usually met with often after the 7-day test. 

While it is true that any drop in strength inflicateR 
a disrupting action, still cement is never use(t neat ami 
in the vast majority of cases when a cement shows a 

slight falling off in neat strength. the sand �trengt h 
increases with age. Humphreys states that the com
pressive strength of neat cement docs not experienee 
this drop when the cement is sound even if the tensile 
strength does fall off somewhat after the 28-day test; 
an important fact, if true, as cement is seldom if ever 
used in tension. This brings us to the question if it is 
not a fallacy to subject a material to a tensile stress 
to see if it will �tand a compressive one. 

Coarse grinding of the cement has 30me infiuenee 
on the increase in strength with age. A very tine 
cement increases neat very little after 7 days. While 
a coarser one keeps on increasing. This is no doubt 
due to the fact that the coarse particles are acted on 
much slower than the fine ones, and solution an.1 
crystallization of these go on after the finer ones arc 
all hydr'l.ted. The following experiment was made 
with the same cement. Cement A is just as it comes 
from the mills. Cement B is cement A with the coarse 
particles (residue on a No. 200 sieve) removed: 

Age. 7 days. 28 days. 3 mos. 6 mos. 9 mos. 
Cement A, Ills . . .  618 695 675 725 751) 
Cement B, Ills_.". 518 546 535 510 54�) 

Fineness.-The most rigid fineness specification 
could be filled by a cement which would be many de· 
grees too coarse. Some of the older specifications 
could be easily filled by a product which would show 
almost no setting qualities and no sand-carrying 
capacity. If a sample of clinker is crushed in an iron 
mortar by a pestle and sieved as far as it is ground 
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through a 100-mesh screen a product will be obtained 
100 per cent of which will pass a 100-mesh screen. 
Many of the older specifications call for only 90 per 
cent. If a pat is made of this cement it will just 
about cohere. If, however, the fine particles are 
sieved through a 200-mesh screen and the flour washed 
off the coarse particles by benzine and the latter 
driven off by heat, the product will still all pass a 100-
mesh sieve and .yet will have no setting properties. If 
another sample is ground in a mortar and sieved after 
every few strokes of the pestle through a 200-mesh 
screen it will nevertheless be almost worthless as a 
cement. When washed free from its flour with ben
zine it will just about hold together. In the writer's 
laboratory there is a Braun's gyratory miller for grind
ing samples, in which the grinding is done by an in
closed round pestle revolving in a semi-hemispherical 
mortar. In the bottom of the mortar is a hole which 
can be stopped by a plug. The grinding may be done 
in two ways, one by feeding the sample into the hop
per in the cover and allowing it to work its way out 
at the bottom, then sieving out the fine material from 
the coarse, and returning the latter through the 
grinder, and so on until all has passed the sieve; the 

many mills using different systems of grinding the 
sieve test is hardly to be expected to give the relative 
percentage of flour in each. The product of the Grif
fin mill and of the ball and tube mill probably differ 
much in the percentage of flour present, even when 
testing the same degree of fineness on the 200-mesh 
sieve. Even with the ball and tube mill system one 
ball mill and two tube mills would probably give a 
product with a higher percentage of flour than one 
tube mill and two ball mills, even when the cement 
was ground to the same sieve test. The size screen 
on the ball mills probably also influences the percent
age of flour in a product of a certain fineness. 

Rate of Set.-The test for setting time is of course 
influenced by many laboratory conditions, such as tem
perature and manipulation. This test, however, is sel
dom used as a basis of comparison, but merely to see 
if the cement is sufficiently slow in its setting action 
to be properly manipulated, or whether it hardens 
rapidly enough to satisfy the requirements of the work 
on which it is to be used. The fallacy in the case of 
this test lies in the terms initial and final set. These 
terms are meaningless, as "set" is a chemical reaction 
which begins with the addition of the water and goes 

MOUTH OF A CARTHAGINIAN TOMB WITH ROOF_ 

other, by placing the plug in the bottom of the mortar 
and allowing the pestle to work upon the material 
until the latter has reached the desired fineness. Two 
samples of cement were prepared frow the same lot of 
clinker by these methods. One sample, the one made 
.by passing the clinker through the miller and sieving 
out the 200-mesh particles after each grind, would of 
course all pass a 200-mesh sieve. The other sample, 
the one made by grinding the whole sample to the de
sired fineness without screening, tested 96 per cent 
through a 100-mesh sieve and 76.5 per cent through a 
200-mesh sieve. Sand briquettes were made of these 
two lots of cement with the following results: 

Samrles made by; 7 days. 
Grindmg and screemng} BroKe 

to fineness (all 2JO in clips mesh) lbs .. ........ 

Grinding to fi neneSS } 
without screening 215 

28 days. 

Broke 
in clips 

295 

3 months. 6 months_ 
Broke 

in clips 28 

325 318 

The cementing value of Portland cement depends 
upon the percentage of those infinitesimal particles 
which we call flour. No sieve is fine enough to tell 
the quantity of these present. At the same mill it is 
probable that the sieve test is relative, but to the 
engineer who is called upon to examine the product of 

on indefinitely, or merges into possibly another chem
ical reaction, if you wish to consider "set" and "hard
ening" as different phenomena. To fix two points in 
this reaction by means of loaded wires and call them 
the beginning and end of the reaction is a misnomer. 
It would be better to use the terms heavy and light 
Gillmore wire, or some similar term if other apparatus 
for determining the set is used. 

A Method of Coloring Electric Light Bulbs and 
Glo b es.-We have had no practical experience in the 
direction of coloring glass globes or bulbs, but should 
not imagine that there is any difficulty about it. Two 
substances suggest themselves as excellent vehicles of 
color, and both water soluble-water-glass (potassium 
or sodium silicate) and gelatin. For tinting, try water
soluble anilin colors. The thickness of the solution 
will have to be a matter of experimentation. Prior to 
dipping the globes they should be made as free as 
possible from all grease, dirt, etc. The gelatin solution 
should not be so thick that any appreciable layer of it 
will form on the surface of the glass, and to prevent 
cracking, some non-drying material should be added to 
it, say glycerin.-National Druggist. 
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STRIKING OBJECTS FOUND AT CARTHAGE. 

By the Paris Correspondent of the SCIENTlnc 
AMERICAN. 

THE ancient civilization of Carthage is now well 
illustrated by the countless number of objects which 
have been taken from the tombs by the excavations of 
Rev. P. Delattre. On the site of Carthage is a very 
extensive museum, in which the objects are placed as 
they are brought up, and it now forms the center for 
the study of the Punic period of Carthage, which is. 
of course, the most interesting, as well as the later 
Roman and Byzantine periods. Most of the objects are 
taken from tombs of different epochs, and the most 
ancient tombs often lie at a great depth, some of them 
at 30' feet below the ground. The soil of Carthage, so 
fertile in discoveries, is composed of layers resembling 
geological strata, lying one above the other. Near the 
top are Arab remains of later and older periods, then 
come Christian and Pagan epochs, the Roman period 
of Carthage, and last of all the Punic period. Some of 
the objects belonging to the latter period will be de
scribed as throwing light upon a number of interest
ing points. 

SEVEN·BRANCHED CARTHAGINIAN CANDLE 
STICK. 

A WELL AT CARTHAGE. 

One of the most interesting finds was the tomb of 
Iadamelek. At a depth of 22 feet below the surface. 
the excavators came upon the roofstones of the tomb, 
which are extremely heavy, being 20 inches thick and 
10 feet long. A breach was made in one of them, just 
enough to pass the body. This tomb is one of the 
largest which have been found at Carthage. The in
terior is a large chamber, built, as usual, of cut stone, 
and measures about 8 by 5 by 5 feet. The remains lie 
at a depth of nearly 30 feet from the ground. The tomb 
contained two skeletons, with a gold ring and a bronze 
bracelet in place around the bones of the arm. The 
walls and even the floor are overlaid with a coating of 
stucco. This material is very fine and hard, and has 
the whiteness and crytalline aspect of snow. The 
flame of the candles made it sparkle with a thousand 
luminous points. A part of the coating was detached 
and had fallen in large plates upon the skeletons. An
other part had kept its original height, about four feet, 
but was inclined from the wall like a piece of bristol 
board. The density of the stucco was such that at the 
least shock it gave a metallic sound. A wood .comice 
originally ran around the upper part, and the chamber 
also had a wood ceiling. These had now fallen in a 
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